COUNTRY TRAVEL INFO
BRIEF:

C R O A T I A

FOR OVERLANDERS BY OVERLANDERS
You can read what’s in this brief. You might even find it useful.
But then again, if you know everything whats left to explore?
with love and humor,
the L.G.O team
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LOCATION:

Southeastern Europe, bordering
Herzegovina and Slovenia

the

Adriatic

Sea,

between

Bosnia

and

LAND BOUNDARIES:
Total: 2,237 km
border countries (5): Bosnia and Herzegovina 956 km, Hungary 348 km,
Montenegro 19 km, Serbia 314 km, Slovenia 600 km
CLIMATE:
Mediterranean and continental; continental climate predominant with hot
summers and cold winters; mild winters, dry summers along coast
TERRAIN:
geographically diverse; flat plains along Hungarian border, low mountains
and highlands near Adriatic coastline and islands
LANGUAGE:
Croatian (official) 95.6%, Serbian 1.2%, other 3% (including Hungarian,
Czech, Slovak, and Albanian), unspecified 0.2% (2011 est.)
CURRENCY:
Croatian Kuna (HRK) :
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1 Euro

=
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GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMARTION

There are three distinct areas of Croatia: Lowland Croatia (cr: Nizinska
Hrvatska), Littoral Croatia (Primorska Hrvatska) and Mountainish Croatia
(Gorska Hrvatska) and these can be neatly split into five travel regions:
Istria
(cr. Istra) a peninsula in the northwest, bordering Slovenia
Kvarner
seashore and highlands north of Dalmatia, includes subregions; Bay
of Kvarner and Highlands (Lika and Gorski Kotar)
Dalmatia
(cr. Dalmacija) a strip of mainland and islands between the
Mediterranean and Bosnia and Herzegovina
Slavonia
including subregions Slavonija and Baranja(north of river Drava)
(cr. Slavonija) northeastern area of forests and fields, bordering
Hungary, Serbia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina
Central Croatia
(cr. Središnja Hrvatska) north central highlands, location of Zagreb

REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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A

INFRASTRUCTURE & LOGISTICS

A

A010 - ROAD CONDITIONS & NAVIGATION

A010

Total: 26,958 km (includes 1,416 km of expressways) (2015)
The main motorways are named A (autocesta) accompanied by one or two
digits. By and large they are toll highways with a ticket system.
Expressways (brza cesta) are limited-access roads with grade-separated
intersections and by and large an increased speed limit without tolling.
They are similar to motorways, but aren't always dual carriageway, they
have no emergency lanes, and their speed limit is always lower. They
either have standalone designations or are parts of major state routes
(D), see below.
Roads dedicated for motor vehicles (cesta namijenjena isključivo za
promet motornih vozila), which is a category for highways which are
limited-access roads, usually similar to multiple-lane motorways/
expressways, but which may have slow intersections. It has no specific
naming convention, only a dedicated traffic sign, and it mainly includes
major state routes (D) or portions thereof, see below. An example is the
Jadranska Avenue in Zagreb, designated as Ž1040 county road.
State roads, which are marked by letter D (državna cesta) and a single,
double or triple digit number.
County roads always are marked by letter Ž (županijska cesta) and a four
digit number.
The lowest classification comprises local
(lokalna cesta) and a five digit number.
SIGN

roads,

marked

by

letter

L

NAME
AUTOCESTE / MOTORWAY
BRZA CESTE / EXPRESS WAYS

Road conditions throughout Croatia are excellent. All motorways and
express ways are well maintained. Road and directional signs are accurate
and frequently placed.
Driving is on the right with overtaking on the left. The state of the
roads is good with many new roads being added. They include the new
Zagreb-Split motorway with connections to Zadar and Sibenik, and the
motorway between Istria and Italy. Also consider that you may want to
take the time to use scenic routes such as the Jadranska Magistrala
Adriatic coastal road. Although these routes are very pretty if you are
driving through elevated areas you should be aware that falling rocks can
be a hazard.
REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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Vehicles entering a roundabout have right of way as do all forms of
public transport and school buses. Headlights should be used at night and
times when visibility is less than 100 metres. Between the end of October
and the end of March dipped headlights should be used during daylight
hours.
REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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Avoid rush hours in the cities of Zagreb and Split, as between 7– 8am and
3– 4pm traffic can get quite congested. Do not drive on tram lines and
only use your horn in cases of immediate and extreme danger. Police are
empowered to collect fines on the spot for speeding and other offences.
It is illegal to use a mobile phone while driving unless you have a
hands-free device.
Driving off-road in the countryside comes with its responsibilities as
there can be a threat of landmines left over from the war with Serbia.
Locals suggest not to stop to help people at the side of the road as
incidences of crime in these situations have been reported.
A010A - USEFUL PHRASES ON THE ROAD

A010A

Osiguranje – Insurance
Ulaz Zabranjen – No Entry
Bezolovni benzin - Unleaded fuel 91/95oct
Brzacesta – Expressways
Autocesta – Highways
Državna cesta - State roads
županijska cesta - country roads
Cesta namijenjena isključivo za promet motornih vozila - Roads dedicated
for motor vehicles (GOOD LUCK WITH THAT ONE)

A011

ROAD CLASSIFICATION & FACTS

A011

EXPRESS WAYS
There is a wide variety of types of expressways in Croatia, in terms of
number of lanes, accessibility and types of intersections comprised. They
range from four lane expressways with grade-separated intersections and
limited access - distinguished from the motorways by lack of emergency
lanes only - to four or six lane urban expressways with numerous at-grade
intersections and traffic lights or two lane limited access roads with
grade separated intersections. The expressways include both incomplete
motorways, built in stages, and some state roads (with either limited
access, more than two traffic lanes, grade-separated intersections or any
combination thereof). There are even some instances of county roads which
may be regarded expressways such as Jadranska Avenue (Ž1040).
As a rule, the expressways are not tolled, however major bridges and
tunnels on the expressways that are or were part of the Istrian Y are
tolled.
STATE ROADS
REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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State roads are defined by legislation as important routes for road
traffic between various parts of the country. Classification of a road as
a state road does not describe actual conditions of the road itself.
State roads in Croatia are assigned one, two or three digit numbers which
generally comply with the following pattern (although there are some
exceptions to the rules):
Single digit numbers (1-9) are assigned to trunk roads, normally of
considerable length, spanning between borders of various neighboring
countries. An obvious exception to this is the D9 state road however it
spans from Bosnia and Herzegovina border and the Adriatic Sea, along the
southernmost portion of Pan-European Corridor Vc.
Double digit numbers (10-70) are assigned to arterial roads on the
mainland.
-

-

100s are assigned to island roads
200s are assigned to border crossing access roads.
300s are assigned to junction roads, connecting towns or cities
(but not other state roads) to motorways or other major roads.
Notable exceptions to this are D307 and D310 state roads, although
the D307 originally did not connect to the D29, but only to the A2
motorway.
400s are assigned to mainland port and airport access roads.
500s are assigned to connecting roads, connecting two different
state roads. Notable exceptions to this rule are the D503 which
connects to a port and the D516 which connects to a border crossing
checkpoint.

At the moment the state roads in Croatia have a combined length of
6,867.7 kilometres (4,267.4 mi).

A012 - SPEED LIMITS

A011

50 kilometres per hour in built up areas
80 kilometres per hour on open roads
130 kilometres per hour on motorways
Caravans and cars towing a trailer must not go faster than 80 kph.
Police can collect on-the-spot fines for speeding.
A013 - ROAD LAWS

A013

DUI / ALCOHOL: The blood alcohol level is 0% following a strict zero
tolerance policy.
The minimum age to drive is 18 but the minimum age to hire a car is
usually 23. If you are under 25 you will be required to pay a young
drivers surcharge.
A020 - ROAD FEES/ TOLLS
REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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There are tolls on various motorways, bridges and tunnels including route
E59 and the E70 out of Zagreb. There is also a toll on the E71 between
Zagreb to Split.
* The open toll system, where you pay immediately on entering, is used on
bridges and tunnels and on shorter motorway sections. The closed toll
system, where you get a toll card on entering and pay on exiting,
operates on larger motorways.
A030 - FUEL AVAILABILITY & COSTS

A030

Fuel is readily available throughout the country.
Easily found along Main Motorways.
Frequently found along State Roads.
Full resupply recommended if traversing District / Municipal roads.
Chart of fuel prices in Croatia
Record prices
Minimum price
Unleaded
1.066 €/L
Diesel
0.944 €/L
LPG
0.441 €/L
Heat Oil
0.408 €/L

Maximum price
1.462 €/L
1.374 €/L
0.794 €/L
0.967 €/L

** CONSULT WITH CROATIA AUTOMOBILE CLUB FOR CURRENT & UPDATED INFO:
http://www.hak.hr/en

**

[NEXT PAGE]
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A040 - SAFETY & SECURITY

A040

A40A
**

EMERGENCY SERVICES NUMBERS

**

EMERGENCY SERVICES DISPATCH: 112
Police
Fire brigade
EM. RD. SERVICES ENGLISH:

192
193
987

Ambulance

194

RADIO
Traffic information in English is available at 98.5FM during the tourist
season. Otherwise road traffic info is provided 24 hours a day by
Hrvatski Auto-Klub on 041 415 800.
Safety of Public Transportation: Good
Urban Road Conditions/Maintenance: Good
Rural Road Conditions/Maintenance: Fair
Availability of Roadside Assistance: Fair
A40B
As always common sense rules… Out of sight, out of mind.
Do not leave valuables in plain view in unattended vehicles and close
windows and lock doors.
Surrender your vehicle if you are carjacked.
Use Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) located inside of banks.
any evidence of tampering with the machine before use.

Check for

Be aware when using public Internet cafes and open WiFi your sensitive
personal information, account passwords, etc. is subject to theft.
ADVICE FROM U.S DEPARTMENT OF STATE - BUREAU OF CONSULAR AFFAIRS
Although hostilities in all parts of the country ended in 1995, de-mining
of areas along former confrontation lines is not complete. We estimate
that de-mining operations will continue until at least 2018. Mineaffected areas are well-marked with Croatian-language warning signs using
the international symbol for mines—a skull and crossbones inside a red,
upside-down triangle. Be cautious in former conflict areas, including
Eastern Slavonia, Brodsko-Posavska County, Karlovac County, areas around
Zadar, and in more remote areas of the Plitvice Lakes National Park, and
stay on known safe roads and areas. Mine-clearance work may lead to the
closure of roads in former conflict areas.

REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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A40C

CRIME

A40C

While violent crime is rare, there have been isolated attacks targeting
specific persons or property, which may have been racially motivated or
prompted by lingering ethnic tensions from Croatia's war for
independence. Foreigners do not appear to be singled out by criminals. We
advise you to safeguard your belongings in public areas, especially in
bus or railroad stations, airports, and gas stations, and on public
transportation. As in many countries, outward displays of wealth may
increase your chances of being targeted by thieves. No shit.
***________________________________***________________________________***
Since the hostilities ended in 1995, there remain an estimated 90,000
landmines in Croatia. However these are not to be found in areas visited
by tourists. If you plan to hike consult locals before you go. The mine
suspected areas are marked with 16.000 mine warning signs.
KEEP YOUR HEAD ON SWIVEL AND TAKE IT EASY
***________________________________***________________________________***

We urge you to avoid the urge of going to so-called strip clubs for
bitches "gentlemen's clubs." A few such renowned establishments have
presented idiot unsuspecting foreign customers with grossly inflated bar
bills, sometimes in the thousands of dollars, and threatened those
customers who refuse to pay. Furthermore, reliable media reports indicate
that women who are victims of human trafficking have been coerced into
working in these establishments.
Not that we would or should know anything about this stuff first hand. If
you do have info about the above paragraph and manage typing it without
giggling or salivating thats good. Good for the community.
A40D

ROAD SAFETY & COURTESY NOTES

A40D

Watch out for Bura wind danger signs. Bura is known in Velebit area, can
blow up to 200 km/h and is known to have thrown lorries on their sides.
When driving on rural roads, particularly where a driver has to pull in
to allow you to pass, it is customary to wave a thanks to the other
driver, by raising your hand from the steering wheel.

[NEXT PAGE]
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A050 - HOSPITALS & HEALTH

A050

A50A
LIST OF HOSPITALS
Clinical hospital centres
KBC
KBC
KBC
KBC
KBC

Osijek
Rijeka
Sisters of Charity
Split
Zagreb

Osijek
Rijeka
Zagreb
Split
Zagreb

General hospitals
OB Bjelovar
ŽB Čakovec
OB Dubrovnik
OB Gospić
OB Karlovac
OB Croatian Pride
OB Dr. Tomislav Bardek
OŽB Našice
OB Nova Gradiška
OB Ogulin
OŽB Pakrac
OŽB Požega
OB Pula
OB Dr. Ivo Pedišić
OB Dr. Josip Benčević
OB Šibenik-Knin County
OB Varaždin
OB Vinkovci
OB Virovitica
OB Vukovar
OB Zabok
OB Zadar

Bjelovar
Čakovec
Dubrovnik
Gospić
Karlovac
Knin
Koprivnica
Našice
Nova Gradiška
Ogulin
Pakrac
Požega
Pula
Sisak
Slavonski Brod
Šibenik
Varaždin
Vinkovci
Virovitica
Vukovar
Zabok
Zadar

Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Croatia (in Croatian and English) 45. Zagreb: Croatian Bureau of Statistics. p. 529. ISSN
1334-0638. Retrieved 17 February 2014.

A50B
EU residents are not billed for medical services, particularly for
‘emergency’ treatment pursuant to treaty. However, for peace of mind, a
comprehensive international insurance policy is strongly recommended when
traveling to Croatia.
Immunization against tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is highly recommended.
Whilst facilities in Croatia are generally of good quality, some public
facilities are under severe budgetary strains and certain medicines are
in short supply in public hospitals and clinics. Most private pharmacies
REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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will be well supplied, though not all medications available in Western
Europe are obtainable in Croatia.
A051

District Hospitals

A051

Hospitals are located in all major cities and towns. They are mainly
financed through contracts with the Croatian Health Insurance Institute.
Hospitals are categorised into general and specialist hospitals. Both
types of hospital have outpatient facilities.
General hospitals provide care and treatment for obstetrics and
gynaecology, internal medicine, surgery and inpatient care for children.
Specialist hospitals provide treatment and inpatient care for specific
disease and chronic illness.

A051B

EMERGENCY CARE

A051B

PRIVATE CLINICS

A051C

N/A
A051C

N.B
Polyclinics provide specialist consultations, diagnostic and
rehabilitation services. They are linked to general hospitals. Private
polyclinics are growing. Patients need a doctor’s referral to the
polyclinic.
A051D

DENTISTRY

A051D

The latest dental technology is available in Croatia and dentists are
significantly more affordable as compared to other European Union
countries. The cost of treatments is estimated to be around a third of
what it is in western countries, and medical tourism is highly developed.
A051E

PHARMACIES

A051E

Most pharmacies are privately owned. The growth of the private sector has
lead to improvements in making drugs more accessible. They supply both
prescription and over-the-counter medicines.

[NEXT PAGE]
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A060 - MECHANICAL/VEHICLE SUPPORT

A060

N/A.
We have no personal experience with mechanics in Croatia,
thankfully.
A061 - MANUFACTURER SUPPORT

A061

TOYOTA:
Great 1, Zagreb
Tel: 01 / 6370-930
Fax: 01 / 6370-935
E-mail: servis@tcz.hr

Working hours
Weekdays: 07:30 to 19:30
Saturday: 08:00 - 13:00
Sunday: Closed

SPARE PARTS:
Tel: 01 / 6370-940
Tel: 01 / 6370-935
E-mail: skladiste@tcz.hr
LAND ROVER:
A) Grand Audo Osijek
Sales & Repairs
ADRS:
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:

Sv. Leopolda Mandica b.b., Osijek, 31000
+38531298222
+38531298229
davor.brmez@grandauto.hr

B) Grand Auto d.o.o
Sales & Repairs
Kralja Drzislava 18, Split, 21000
Telephone
+38521566660
Fax
+38521566670
Email:
davor.simetin@grandauto.hr
c) Grand Auto
Repairs *
Grand Auto Sesvete, Ljudevita Posavskog 29, Sesvete, 10360
Telephone
+38513710580
Fax
+38513710585
Email:
hvroje.babic@grandauto.hr
D) Grand Auto Pula
Repairs *
Indusrijska 15, Pula, 52000
Telephone
+38552385530
Fax
+38552385536
Email:
kruno.ivaskovic@grandauto.hr
REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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HYUNDAI:
Hyundai Hrvatska d.o.o.
Adress:
Zagrebačka cesta 33 10360 Sesvete, Grad Zagreb,
Republika Hrvatska
Tel.
+385 1 64 61 100
Fax.
+385 1 64 61 140
e-mail:
info@hyundai.hr
A070 - COMMUNICATIONS AND INTERNET

A070

Internet access is common. Most large public restaurants/Bars/Cafés will
offer WiFi. Cordiality not included…
Cellular and DATA roaming connection is good throughout
region with the occasional “black holes” here and there.
A080 - MONEY MATTERS

the

coastal
A080

Credit card acceptance is satisfactory. Large cities have banks that
change travelers' checks and widely-available ATMs. We strongly suggest
payment in cash whenever possible.
A080A - ATM / BANKOMAT
ATMs (in Croatian bankomat) are readily available throughout Croatia.
They will accept various European bank cards, credit cards (Diners Club,
Eurocard/MasterCard, Visa, American Express etc.) and debit cards
(Cirrus, Maestro, Visa electron etc.). Read the labels/notices on the
machine before using.
A100 - ADVICE FROM US

A100

Road conditions and accessibility is excellent. Regions and areas are
well connected. Fuel is readily available and of good quality standards.

REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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B

CAMPING & FACILITIES

B

[Wild] Camping in Croatia is fucking arduous. According to current
regulations it is not allowed to camp outside designated camping sites
and areas.
This kind of activity is regulated by Croatian Tourism Act issued by
Croatian Ministry of Tourism.
According to The Act, camping outside legal campsites is forbidden and
trespassers can be penalised for it – currently anyone caught passing a
night or two in a vehicle or tent in unregulated would you gets what and
free-from-charge locations, will be fucking be fined for up to 3000 HRK
(Croatian currency).
According to same Act, in cases of sport or cultural events, local
authorities can, if they wish, designated areas where people can camp
outside those stupid legal campsites, but this is a different issue…
Having said this we never camped in designated areas. We couldn’t cover
it in our budgets and we simply like being independent and away from the
pretty camper vans. Camping in extra-urban areas is easy. Remember that
by doing so you are then illegally occupying public soil. Be discrete.
Facilities and supplies are readily available throughout the country.
Super markets are well stocked and markets offer a large variety of local
delicacies.
B010 - CAMPING

B010

As to basic research conduced by us prior to our expedition campsites
are present throughout Croatia. We cannot vouch for any of them. we
suggest looking at
http://ioverlander.com/
and for a detailed and complete database visit:
http://www.camping.hr/best-camps
We took the care to download a pdf file containing info about Croatia’s
best campsites that is attached on our page at:
www.lonegalloper.com
B011 - COSTS & AVAILABILITY

B011

N/A No sizeable information collected by us during our time in Croatia.

[NEXT PAGE]
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B020 - WILD CAMPING

B020

B021 - [Wild] Camping in Croatia is fucking arduous. According to current
regulations it is not allowed to camp outside designated camping sites
and areas.
This kind of activity is regulated by Croatian Tourism Act issued by
Croatian Ministry of Tourism.
According to The Act, camping outside legal campsites is forbidden and
trespassers can be penalised for it – currently anyone caught passing a
night or two in a vehicle or tent in unregulated would you gets what and
free-from-charge locations, will be fucking be fined for up to 3000 HRK
(Croatian currency).
According to same Act, in cases of sport or cultural events, local
authorities can, if they wish, designated areas where people can camp
outside those stupid legal campsites, but this is a different issue…
Having said this we never camped in designated areas. We couldn’t cover
it in our budgets and we simply like being independent and away from the
pretty camper vans. Camping in extra-urban areas is easy. Remember that
by doing so you are then illegally occupying public soil.
Again…Be discrete.
Facilities and supplies are readily available throughout the country.
Super markets are well stocked and markets offer a large variety of local
delicacies.
B021 - From our experience wild camping is the better way. We camped in
proximity of the beach on the Istria Peninsula after numerous failed
attempts and full on recce’s. Whilst visiting the Plitvice Lakes [go
check them out they are literally fucking amazing!] we slept in a hotel
parking lot [that was a god awful night] we do NOT recommend anyone.
However we were forced to so as we arrived in the region late at night
and after driving many backcountry dirt roads which were regularly gated
off. We headed into a more populated area and defeated by the many locked
gates we settled in what we later found out to be the parks main parking
lot [a guard “reminded” us of where were at 0400 by delicately knocking
on the car window; sending us on our way to the hotel parking lot].
Our take on that? get there with plenty of daylight left!
The next
mountain
closed as
the brush

day we found ourselves a neat spot halfway up a ski resort
[hill in Special Agent Alberto’s eyes; which were actually
he was out cold with a high fever]. After settling in hidden by
we made camp.

B024 - You can buy maps in bookshops in any ‘second district’ town or at
border crossing/fuel stations.

REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016
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[NEXT PAGE]
B030

B030 - SUPPLIES

Supplies of different nature are readily obtainable throughout CROATIA.
Larger towns and cities flourish with large, air conditioned and very
well stocked [if you’ll be as lucky as our Special Agents were] super
markets. For medical supplies refer back to SECTION A050 and A051.
B030A - PROPANE GAS

B031A

No specific info collected. Propane [cooking] gas recharging stations
were spotted at frequent intervals.
B031 - FOOD & MISC.

B031

Throughout Croatia we found a numerous large Supermarkets with most of
the common goods stocked and readily available.
Small grocery stores and shops are
often found and well supplied and
will probably have toiletries and detergents in store too.
Please be aware of exchange rates if paying at the till by via VISA or
similar. they might try screw you over.
Double check expiry dates, sources and ingredients.
B031A - Local cuisine is particular and very tasteful.Try it!
B032 - EQUIPMENT

B032

N/A luckily for us…no particular information of notice collected whilst
in country.
B100 - ADVICE FROM US

B100

Our positive expectations, propped up by the apparently infinite list of
“must see” beaches got shattered in Croatia. Relentless expenditures to
access any of the services and the over crowding presence of tourists and
tourist developed areas such as resorts meant we had to cover a vast area
to find the remote and beautiful spots. The coast is hardly accessible,
let alone by vehicle. As a whole the coastal regions are, in the
collective opinion of LGOAID not so Overland [wild camping and
wilderness] friendly. Then again it has a lot to offer for those of you
with a comfortable schedule and budget.

[NEXT PAGE]
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C

DOCUMENTATION & LAWS

C010A

C

BORDERS

C010A

ROAD BORDER CROSSINGS

***Our Special Agents could not collect complete data on border crossings
per country - if you have more intel on such matters feel free to
contacts us so we can update the document for all of us!***
C010B

Documentation for Crossing Into Croatia:

C010B/C

Croatia became a member of the European Union on the 1st of July 2013,
however it is not part of the Schengen Area. This means that immigration
controls still take place, but travellers from another EU state are
exempt from customs checks.
EU, EEA, Swiss, Andorran, Monégasque, San Marinese and Vatican City
citizens can enter Croatia visa-free for up to 90 days with either a
passport or a national identity card.

Foreign nationals of the following countries/territories can enter
Croatia visa-free for up to 90 days with a passport:
Albania
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Australia
Bahamas
Barbados
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Brazil
Brunei
Canada
Chile
United States, Uruguay

Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Israel
Japan
Macedonia
Malaysia
Mauritius
Mexico
Montenegro
Venezuela

Additionally persons holding:

REF. CODE: LGOAIDCTICB07042016

New Zealand
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Serbia
Seychelles
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan (Rep. of China)
Turkey

British National (Overseas)
Hong Kong SAR or
Macau SAR passports.
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Holders of valid travel documents for refugees or stateless persons
issued by an EU member state, Andorra, Canada, Iceland, Japan,
Liechtenstein, Monaco, Norway, San Marino, Switzerland, the United States
or the Vatican City can enter Croatia visa-free for up to 90 days.
Further, as of the 1st of January 2013, holders of any of the following
are exempt from the visa requirement:

NAME OF BORDER CROSSING OPEN HOURS

TYPE

Hungarian-Croatian
Barcs-Terezino Polje

non-stop

Goods and passanger traffic

Beremend - Baranjsko
Petrovo Selo

non-stop

International passanger traffic

Berzence-Góla

non-stop

Drávaszabolcs-Donji
Miholjac

non-stop

Goods and passanger traffic (limit of 20
tons)
Goods and passanger traffic; Place for
transport of dangerous waste.

Letenye-Gorican

Udvar-Knezevo

non-stop

Goods and passanger traffic; Veterinary
and Phytosanitary Border Inspection Post;
Place for transport of dual use products
and technologies, cultural values, drugs
and psychotropic materials as well as
dangerous waste and lepricorns.
Goods and passanger traffic

residence permits issued by one of the Schengen area members
uniform visas (C) or long-stay visas (D) issued by one of the Schengen
area members.
Pursuant to the Government’s decision, starting with 1 January 2014 until
the Republic of Croatia fully applies the provisions of the Schengen
acquis, all aliens holders of valid Schengen documents do not require an
additional (Croatian) visa for entry and short-term stay in Croatia.
Any person not covered by one of the visa exemptions listed above will
need to apply for a visa at a Croatian embassy or consulate in advance.
The application fee for a short stay Croatian visa is 35€.
C010B1

DRIVING LICENCE

C010B1

To enter Croatia, you need a valid driver’s licence, an automobile
registration documents, and international insurance card (green card).
Passport is required too.

[NEXT PAGE]
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C010C

VEHICLE

C010C

Insurance wise VEHICLES must be insured WITH GREEN CARD.
C010D

DOCUMENTS ON THE ROAD

C010D

Vehicles from the UK may be imported into Croatia for up to 6 months in
any period of 12 months. When driving in Croatia the following documents
should be carried:
-

Full, valid driving licence*
Proof of Insurance (third party or above)
Proof of ID (Passport)
Proof of ownership (V5C Certificate)
While driving in Croatia you are required by law to carry the
following items. Hefty on-the-spot fines can be issued for failing
to carry specific items:

- Headlamp beam deflectors (Depending on your car, you will either need
deflector stickers or have to adjust the beam manually)
- Reflective jackets (to be used in the case of a breakdown or accident
outside built-up areas, on expressways and on motorways)
- Warning triangle (compulsory in every vehicle with 4 wheels or more)
- First aid kits are compulsory when travelling in Croatia
Motorcyclists (Safety helmets are compulsory for drivers and passengers
of mopeds and motorcycles)
Lights - Vehicles must have their passing lights (dipped headlights) on
at night and in case of bad visibility. These lights must also be
switched on during the day in winter, from the last Sunday in October to
the last Sunday in March (fine 300 HRK).
***It is compulsory to carry spare bulbs for the vehicle; this does not
apply if the vehicle is fitted with xenon, neon, LED or similar
lights.***
C010E

TOWING

C010E

It is no longer compulsory to have an inventory list for the caravan.
However, visitors are advised to have proof of purchase of expensive
items.
A caravan may be left in Croatia if a contract is signed between the
campsite owner and the caravan owner.
Maximum length of car + caravan: 15 metres
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C010F

SNOW CHAINS

C010F

There is no specific period in which winter equipment must be used.
Announcements are made according to the weather conditions. It is
generally prudent to have winter equipment ready between the beginning of
November and the end of April.
It is compulsory to have snow chains aboard the vehicle. Snow chains must
be used if required by the weather conditions (at least 5cm of snow or in
case of black ice).The compulsory winter equipment consists of a set of
snow chains on the driving axle and a shovel.
C010G

SEAT BELTS

C010G

It is compulsory for the occupants of all vehicles equipped with seat
belts to wear them at all times, on front and rear seats, irrespective of
the country of registration of the vehicle.
C010H

SEAT BELTS

C010H

Children under 12 are not allowed to travel in the front seats.
An exception is made for children less than 2 years of age who can travel
in the front if they are placed in a mental restraint system adapted to
their head size, and if it is a rear facing seat, the goddamn airbag must
be de-activated.
A child up to 5 years must be placed in a seat adapted to his/her size on
the rear seat. A child aged between 5 and 12 must travel on the back seat
using a 3 point seat belt with booster seat if necessary for his/her
height.
C010I

SPEED LIMITS

C010I

In built-up areas: 50 km/h unless otherwise indicated by road signs. On
some urban expressways speed limits may be up to 80 km/h, provided that
certain technical and safety standards are met.
VEHICLE
MOTORCYCLES

ROADS

EXPRESSWAYS

MOTORWAYS

90 KpH

110 KpH

130 KpH

W/ TRAILER

80 KpH

80 KpH

80 KpH

VEHICLES UP TO 3.5T

90 KpH

110 KpH

130 KpH

W/ TRAILER

80 KpH

80 KpH

90 KpH

Outside built-up areas:
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C020 - SHIPPING NOTES & CONTACTS

C020

major seaport(s): Ploce, Rijeka, Sibernik, Split
river port(s): Vukovar (Danube)
Airports W/ paved runways:

Airports W/o paved runways

total: 24
over 3,047 m: 2
2,438 to 3,047 m: 6
1,524 to 2,437 m: 3
914 to 1,523 m: 3

total: 45
1,524 to 2,437 m: 1
914 to 1,523 m: 6
under 914 m: 38 (2013)

Heliports: 1
C030 PERSONAL INSURANCE
C030A

C030

Health Insurance in Croatia for EU Citizens

C030A

If you plan to travel in Croatia and are a European citizen from one of
the following countries:
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
The Czech Republic
France
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Luxembourg
Macedonia

Montenegro
the Netherlands
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Switzerland
United Kingdom

…you can access Croatian healthcare given that you bring a noodles
doodles document from your public health insurance provider before
leaving your home country. You’ll need to take, by donkey, this document
to HZZO, who will provide you with the necessary documentation to get
healthcare. You are basically trading one state-sponsored insurance for
another. The reason you can do this is because Croatia holds healthcare
treaties with the aforementioned countries.
There will be no cost for this insurance option.
C030B

Health Insurance in Croatia for Non-EU Residents

C030B

If you are not an EU citizen and plan to stay in Croatia longer than 90
days, you’ll need to get national insurance through HZZO. However, you
cannot simply walk into HZZO and apply. If you plan to stay here, you are
FUCKED. Probably working with the local police (Policija) to obtain
residency.
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During this process, they will give you ALL SORTS of HEADACHES a request
letter for you to take to HZZO. This letter proves that you actually for
some unknown reason, like that mad dude on the beach we met, intend to
reside in Croatia, and the Policija have tentatively approved you for
residency.
Once you get this document from the Policija, you’ll need to take it to
HZZO.
There are no forms to fill out at HZZO, merely an exchange of
documents. HZZO will then give you a letter showing that you are now
insured that you will take back to the Policija to be added to your visa
application. It’s actually a fairly easy process.
Once you are signed up for Health Insurance in Croatia, it takes 30 days
to 3 months (sometimes longer) to get your insurance card in the mail. If
you need healthcare during this time, you can obtain a letter showing
proof of your coverage from HZZO.
There is a monthly cost for this insurance option, according to our
sources, which will can vary.
How to find the HZZO office
HZZO has regional offices in all major cities, and branch offices for
villages and islands. To find your local office.
C040 LAWS OF NOTICE

C040

N/A Our special agents managed not to get into any trouble or unsuitable
situations for the gentlemen they are. They did not face plant themselves
against any weird or absurd laws and regulations.
C041

Criminal Penalties:

C041

While you are traveling in Croatia, you are subject to its laws.
Foreign laws and legal systems can be vastly different from your own, and
criminal penalties vary from country to country. If you break local laws
in Croatia, your passport won’t help you avoid arrest or prosecution.
[SPECIFIC TO US CITIZENS - COMMON SENSE FOR ALL]
There are also some things that might be legal in the country you visit,
but still illegal, for instance, in the United States. You can be
prosecuted in the United States for engaging in sexual conduct with
children or for using or disseminating child pornography in a foreign
country regardless of the legality of these activities under that
country’s laws. Counterfeit and pirated goods are illegal in the United
States and if you purchase them in a foreign country, you may be breaking
local law as well.
While some countries will automatically notify the nearest U.S. embassy
or consulate if a U.S. citizen is detained or arrested in a foreign
country, that might not always be the case. To ensure that the United
States is aware of your circumstances, request that the police and prison
officials notify the nearest U.S. embassy or consulate as soon as you are
arrested or detained overseas.
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C041A

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

C041A

With numerous automated teller machines (ATMs) and ever-wider acceptance
of credit cards in Croatia, traveler's checks are accepted less
frequently or exchanged at a fucking ridiculous unfavourable rate.
Facilities are available for the wiring or transferring of funds.
C041B

HIKING & CLIMBING

C041B

If you intend to hike in the Croatian mountains or climb in the numerous
rock climbing areas, always seek local guides’ expert advice. The weather
in the Croatian mountains can change quickly, even in the summer months,
and temperatures can get very low overnight. There have been reports of
hikers getting lost in the mountains when they have gone out alone,
without expert guides, and left marked paths. There have been reports of
hikers getting lost in the mountains when they have gone out alone,
without expert guides, and left marked paths. Hikers have also been lost
in stormy weather, and there have been fatal accidents as well. If in
trouble, call the emergency number 112 and the Croatian Mountain Rescue
Service will help you as best they can. Rock climbers in Paklenica
National Park should consult a local guide or contact the National Park
for more information.
C041C

DISABILITY ACCESSIBILITY

C041C

While in Croatia, individuals with disabilities may find accessibility
and accommodation very different from their country of origin.
Croatian law mandates access to transportation, communication, and
public buildings for persons with disabilities. However, obviously the
law does not demand that facilities be retrofitted. Persons with
disabilities will find marked differences in new construction compared to
old construction, where access can still be limited. Croatia’s geography
is hilly and often steep, including along the coast, and presents
challenges to some persons with disabilities. Universal access on public
transportation may not always be available. Outside of urban areas,
accessibility generally worsens significantly.
C042

ROAD RULES & LEGISLATION

C042

Safety Camera Warning Devices
Safety camera warning devices are not illegal in Croatia but speed limits
are there for a reason. Given Croatia's terrible road death numbers you'd
be advised to stick to them.
On the Spot Fines
On the spot fines are used by Croatian police for all minor traffic
offences including speeding. If you don't have the cash on you, you'll be
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taken to a bank. If you still have no cash to pay with, the car will be
impounded until you can pay.
Rules of the Road
Standard European driving laws apply with one or two exceptions.
- If driving your own car you'll need to make sure it has EU plates or
attach a GB sticker.
- You cannot drink any alcohol and then drive.
- You must use dipped headlights at all times when driving in Croatia.
- Cars coming onto a roundabout have the right of way. If you're on the
roundabout, you must stop for them.
- i hope no one is super good with computers and figures out how to read
these blacked out phrase. That would be embarrassing; knowing you just
wasted 30 seconds of your day. hehe.
- You must not drive in the lanes provided for trams.
- You must not use your horn except in an emergency.
- When on a steep hill, drivers coming up the hill have priority.
- You must have a reflective / high-visibility jacket inside the car and
within easy reach; not in the booty of the car, or your loved other.
- Drive on the right, overtake on the left. The rules are in accordance
with the Convention on Road Traffic 1968.
Warning of approach
The horn should
accident.

be

used

in

moderation,

when

necessary

to

avoid

an

On-the-spot fines
The police may impose and collect fines on-the-spot. It is not required
to pay immediately. Police will instead totally try and fuck you over
issue a ticket and the fine will have to be paid within eight days (in
post offices or banks). As a precaution, the police can confiscate the
passport of a motorist until the fine is paid.
Parking
Parking regulations
Most safe parking in Croatia is paid parking. There are not many covered
parking lots in the country but the open ones are generally safe.
There are 3 parking zones in Zagreb: red, yellow and green. The red zone
is closest to the city centre, the yellow and green zones extending
further away. Tariffs in the red zone are the highest.
There are a number of covered car parks, open 24 hours a day where rates
are reasonable.
Paid parking
Parking is quite simple in Croatia. You can park where there are white
lines and a big 'P' sign on the kerb. You'll have to pay for parking and
can receive SMS messages when your parking is about to expire. Yellow
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dots mean parking for disabled only. Parking elsewhere will possibly get
your car towed away, even if there are no signs saying not to park.
Enforcement
Enforcement of parking is often done by the police or 'The Spider', a tow
truck that just lifts your car off the street and onto the tow truck.
There are no parking tickets in Croatia, just the tow.
Illegally parked vehicles may be immobilised by wheel clamps, even if the
vehicles are registered abroad. A penalty fine of between 100HRK and
300HRK is payable in order to have the vehicle released.
Disabled parking
Croatia follows EU guidelines on parking for holders of an EU Disabled
Parking Permit. Disabled parking spots are marked with a yellow dot.
Check the regulations before leaving your car there as there can be local
variations.
Traffic lights
The international
Croatia.

three-colour

system

of

traffic

lights

is

used

in

Emergencies
In case of breakdown or accident, drivers must use a warning triangle or
hazard warning lights.
C100

OUR EXPERIENCE WITH THE LAW

C100

As you all know the Long Arm of the LAW always wins. Fortunately and
thanks to our responsible Special Agents not behaving like hooligans on
LSD (we have no idea what that would be like, honestly) we had no
encounters with the LAW of any kind. Police officers offered valid
information and were helpful and welcoming. Language barrier remains the
main obstacle. We are sure we would have enjoyed a beer and barbecue with
any of those officers.
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DISCLAIMER

D

Notice to any user of this Document.
L.G.O.A.I.D (LONE GALLOPER OVERLAND ADVENTURE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT)
makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the results obtained from
the use of the information on this document.
L.G.O.A.I.D (LONE GALLOPER OVERLAND ADVENTURE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT)
shall hold no liability for the accuracy of the information and cannot be
held liable for any third-party claims or losses or any damages.
The user holds the right to view the information and usage for the
purpose for which it is intended and disclosed.
If user finds that trademarks, trade names, copyrights, patents or other
industrial property rights are disputed or infringed by a third party,
user shall promptly inform L.G.O.A.I.D (LONE GALLOPER OVERLAND ADVENTURE
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT) thereof and shall commit to assist L.G.O.A.I.D
(LONE GALLOPER OVERLAND ADVENTURE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT) in taking
necessary steps to protect its rights.
The information contained in this document does not constitute a
confirmed or factual representation of statistical information.
Information and statistics on this document have been collected,
reorganised and obtained via public domain organizations and is
referenced here below.
L.G.O.A.I.D (LONE GALLOPER OVERLAND ADVENTURE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT)
may, at any time, revise the information on this document without notice
and makes no commitment to update this information.
This document is intended as a collection of data and information at the
disposal of travellers.
“REDACTED” sections hide random or BLABLABLA inexistent phrases or words.
It’s aesthetic. Just for fun… if you were issued with sense of humor… ;)
D010

REFERENCES & SOURCES

D010

WEBSITES:
www.cia.gov/
www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/croatia
www.croatiatraveller.com/Transport/regulations.htm
www.rac.co.uk/driving-abroad/croatia
www.chasingthedonkey.com/
www.camping.hr/croatia-travel/driving-information
www.hak.hr/en
www.gov.uk/
europa.eu/
travel.state.gov/
www.camping.hr/best-camps
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E

THANK YOU ALL

E

With this unofficial document we aim to offer you basic country travel
information tailored to the adventurous and non ignorant overlander. Yes,
we made it look like some kind of top secret brief. We did it on purpose,
just for fun. Plus… we think its kinda funky. The format works; doesn’t
it?
E010

contacts

E010

If you like what we’re doing drop us an email at:
lonegalloperoverland@gmail.com
If you can’t wait for us to do more of these let us know by sending us a
photo of your best ‘impatient’ pose.
We only write briefs on countries we have travelled through…. its gonna
be a while before we do the whole world, don’t hold your breath!
E020

facebook

E020

We love seeing other people rigs and reading your stories! become part of
the community and share your photos, links and accounts (e.g Instagram on
our Facebook page!!
www.facebook.com/lonegalloper/
E030

interweb

E030

If someone sent you this brief and you have no idea where it came from
don’t worry, they are on our website ready to download in PDF!
visit us at www.lonegalloper.com for stories, photos and more!
and again, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU.

a very big hug,
stay safe ,

The L.G.O Team
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